(Updated January 2017)

Innsbruck Kranebitten (INN/LOWI)

STORY
The idea of building an airport in Innsbruck arises from the Tyrolean
provincial government in 1920, which initiates the drafting of projects and the
start of work in the eastern part of the city which will end in 1 June 1925
with the inauguration of Monaco-Innsbruck-Monaco route, operated by the
Aero-Lloyd and later the Vienna-Salzburg-Innsbruck route, operated by the
newly OLAG (now Austrian Airlines). The basis for the current airport,
however, were raised by French occupation forces in 1946, who began the
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construction of the airport in west of the city. Since 1948, the date of
completion of work, the airport has seen continual increases traffic, thanks to
the exponential growth of charter flights during the winter season, that carry
a considerable amount of tourists from all over Europe that led to the airport
up to the current transit passengers.
RUNWAY
08/26
6.562 x 148 ft (2.000 x 45meter)
SPOTTING POINTS
From the photographic point of view, the airport offers significant insights
with unique backgrounds and total freedom to take pictures with the absolute
approval of the police. From every shooting location you can bring all the
traffic, so the choice must be made by the position of the sun and by the
type of shots you want to get.
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 Spotting Point 1: (GPS 47.259602, 11.355789)
Good point when the runway in use is 26 and you want to photograph the
planes taxiing to go to take off or land on the same runway or aircraft in
flight after takeoff from 08. Easily accessible from the air terminal by
walking in the direction of the head 26, this position requires a small
ladder to photograph the taxiing and the focal recommended are generally
short, with 200mm in fact you can photograph virtually any traffic. The
sun, as indeed in all other spotting point, it is good all day during the
winter.
Here a B757 landing for runway 26:

@ 240mm
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@ 86mm

@ 250mm
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 Spotting Point 2: (GPS 47.257909, 11.351361)
The departure terminal has a beautiful terrace visitors free of charge and
open to all, offering the opportunity to photograph comfortably large part
of the square and movements on track whatever the runway in use.
Unfortunately, a roof, newly built, limited a little visual but this is still a
good position to get some shots than usual, especially at dusk or at night
when they have a tripod. Generally you do not need ladders even though
the use is permitted on the terrace. Regarding the focal instead, you can
go from the shorter ones for aircraft parking at a 300mm for bizjets on
track.
Here are some photo examples. After pushback waiting for take-off
runway 26:

@ 66mm

A Gulfstream on the forecourt General Aviation:
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@ 102mm

MBB Bo 105 landing:

@ 200mm
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A Thomson B757 in the ground:

@ 131mm

 Spotting Point 3: (GPS 47.256974, 11.340758)
To reach this location from the air terminal just head towards the
maintenance hangar Austrian Arrows and leave your car in a parking
nearby and walk along the dirt road that leads toward the head 08 until
you reach the point where the road runs along the airport fence near the
taxiway. Here the ladder is needed for aircraft taxiing on the track. In
fence there are some holes opened by local spotters. The focal can vary
depending on the type of aircraft and its position but with a 300mm you
can photograph everything.
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Here is a series of images that can be captured by spotting this point:

@ 135mm

@ 200mm

@ 75mm

From spotting point 3 and continue on foot along the fence through the
fields, you can reach the point where the strap joins taxiing on the runway
thus having a closer view of the airplanes taking off and landing runway
for 08, and in the afternoon, the sun in favor for aircraft leaving the
runway after landing on runway 26. Also available here are some holes in
the fence but we still recommend the use of the ladder for greater
freedom of action. Below some sample pictures:
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@ 160mm

@ 135mm
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@ 220mm (full frame)

 Spotting Point 4: (GPS 47.255980, 11.335220)
From spotting point 3, through some field, you can reach this position
where you can photograph the takeoffs with snow-capped mountains in
the background. The location is indicative, because you can move at will
between the field, and even according to their own equipment; In fact,
here it is long focal recommended to take the narrow bodies.
Below are some examples:

@ 350mm (full frame)

@ 300mm (full frame)
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@ 200mm (Full frame)

 Spotting Point 5: (GPS 47.258398, 11.329413)
Continuing along the fence you come in the immediate vicinity of the head
08 which ends next to the bank of the Inn River. Hence, in the late
afternoon are possible photo-effect of aircraft on short final 08 or
suggestive frontal views of planes taking off from 26 or those who are
holding back after landing on the same runway. The focal range from wide
angle, for approach on 08, to 300mm for a good close up. Here's an
example of an aircraft that begins backtrack for a take-off 08:
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@ 400mm

And a landing on the same runway:
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FREQUENCY
Innsbruck Approach
Innsbruck Tower
Innsbruck ATIS

119.275
120.1
126.025

LINKS AND OTHER INFORMATION
Airport website: http://www.innsbruck-airport.com/it/

Webcam: https://innsbruck-airport.panomax.com/?cu=it-IT
Tyrol Aviation Spotters: https://tas-fpl.jimdo.com/

WHERE TO STAY

Being in a famous tourist area and being the airport less than 3 km from the city center,
the availability of hotels, B&B or any other kind of accommodation is very spacious and
suitable for any type of requirement.
Booking.com: http://www.booking.com/airport/at/inn.en.html?aid=370634

NOTA

The photos unless otherwise stated on the same are under the copyright of North East
Spotter. North East Spotter © 2017

info@northeastspotter.eu - www.northeastspotter.eu

All information and photos included in this guide are under the copyright of their owners. It is not possible to extrapolate, reproduce or
in any other way alter the content of this guide without the prior permission of the author. It also explicitly prohibited the distribution or
sale thereof.
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